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Request for Information Response:  

National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan Submitted by 

Carnegie Mellon University  

  

Introduction   

Carnegie Mellon University is pleased to contribute ideas to support the update of the National 

Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic plan.     

Key points outlined in the document include the following:   

● Fostering interagency and community collaboration on two meta themes that are critical 

to all applications of AI:   

o Advancing  research to accelerate breakthroughs in trustworthy and robust AI, 

distributed AI and AI-enabled automated science;    

o Advancing research capabilities to engineer AI into systems of societal 

importance – including manufacturing, infrastructure and energy systems – and 

testing those engineered systems in testbeds enabled by   

o the bipartisan American infrastructure investment agenda;   

● Advancing research to enable AI to be a platform technology for the President’s health 

care and climate challenge initiatives.   

● Enhancing the ability for the AI community to jump-start job creation and to foster equity 

and economic inclusion and;   

● Building on the lessons of the COVID-19 pandemic to enable AI to advance a new 

generation of real-time policy decision and implementation tools.   

The National AI Research and Development Strategic Plan and Update have galvanized the 

research community and public, private and community partners to advance a shared vision of 

U.S. leadership in ethical AI innovation.  The Carnegie Mellon community appreciates the 

leadership of the National AI Initiative Office (NAIIO) and looks forward to continuing to 

support this vital mission.    

Recommendations of AI Research Focus Areas to Create Solutions to Major Societal 

Challenges   

The National AI Research and Development Strategic plan can catalyze innovations in both 

fundamental discoveries and applications that address specific societal challenges.  Progress 

towards realizing this potential can be realized by collaborative efforts in the following areas.   
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Foster Interagency Collaboration to Ensure America Leads in Enabling Distributed Artificial 

Intelligence   

The U.S. should lead a bold transformative agenda over the next five years to enable AI to 

evolve from highly structured and controlled, centralized architectures to more adaptive and 

pervasively distributed ones that autonomously fuse AI capability among the enterprise, the 

edge, and across AI systems and sensors embedded on-platform. CMU terms this revolutionary 

architectural advance as AI Fusion.  The vision is built upon plans for a cohesive research 

advancing capabilities in microelectronics, AI frameworks and algorithms and innovations in 

federated learning in the AI fabric and abstraction layers.    

Building a community research roadmap for distributed AI will address several critical 

challenges for the growth of AI, challenges that cut across agency-specific missions. The ability 

to enable distributed AI at the edge will minimize the dependence on aggregating and 

engineering massive data sets and reduce the need to “move the data to the algorithms” as well 

as the inherent challenges associated with the need for continuous high-bandwidth connectivity. 

Research in this area will also greatly enhance the capacity to address privacy and security 

challenges. It is dependent on, will contribute to and will benefit from the national computing 

infrastructure initiatives launched by the NAIIO.   

Most critically, an AI Fusion research agenda will contribute to the network of AI institutes by 

enabling a host of applications emerging from increased convergence across AI-enabled cyber 

and physical systems. This convergence is vital to the viability of applications in commercial, 

military and national security domains. AI Fusion, for example, will be a critical contribution to 

the Department of Defense’s (DOD) focus on Multi-Domain Operations.  It will also enhance the 

potential for advances in smart city applications and AI breakthroughs aiding manufacturing, 

energy, health care, education and agricultural innovations.  A focus on AI Fusion should operate 

synergistically with national initiatives in microelectronics and tie directly with research and 

innovation efforts aimed at enhancing, protecting and hardening critical U.S. supply chains.    

Initiate Research to Engineer AI into Societal Systems   

While fundamental advances are needed in AI science, advances in engineering AI into systems 

of societal importance are vital to realize the full impact on major national missions.    

Engineering AI into such systems will be essential to transform U.S. manufacturing and enhance 

infrastructure and energy systems to meet critical national economic and societal goals.   

Engineering AI will require the design, development and deployment of new use-inspired AI 

algorithms and methodologies, targeted to real-world applications and possessing enhanced 

scalability, robustness, fairness, security, privacy and policy impact.  Advancing Engineering AI 

will also require new hardware and software systems, including cloud, edge and device 

computing infrastructures that sense and store the vast amounts of data collected in the real 

world and that enable devices to access and transmit this data from anywhere, to anywhere, in 

secure and private ways. Foundational research for Engineering AI is needed to enable the 

deployment of the highest performing and most energy-efficient AI systems.  Such systems will 
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require architecting new hardware and computing frameworks; designing faster, more powerful 

and efficient integrated circuits; and developing sensing modalities to support data collection, 

storage and processing of the data deluge.    

In addition, Carnegie Mellon recognizes that research on Engineering AI must include a focus on 

creating trust not only from a technical standpoint but from the system of stakeholders 

interacting with the AI system — be it in education, infrastructure or climate. Users and 

communities have to trust the system that is allocating resources and making decisions.   

Potential applications and use cases for Engineering AI include autonomous infrastructure 

systems (AIS) that can help create equitable, innovative and economically sustainable 

communities. AIS technology could, for example, include initiatives integrating food delivery, 

the tracking of goods while preserving privacy and tools to improve mobility. Engineering AI 

will be key to the digital transformation of manufacturing in the U.S., including robotics for 

manufacturing, development of a timely and trustworthy supply chain and additive 

manufacturing. Engineering AI also has the potential to revolutionize how electricity is 

produced, distributed and consumed. It can provide insights to improve electricity distribution 

through demand forecasting, load management and community governance, as well as to 

innovate new energy storage solutions, control pollutants and advance wind, solar and nuclear 

energies.   

Accelerate Advances in Automated Science to Support the Nation’s Science and Technology 

Ecosystem   

The national AI research strategy can also work to vector advances in AI, machine learning and 

robotics to accelerate the scalable deployment of Automated Science.  This effort can be the 

cornerstone of a national initiative to strengthen the nation’s science and technology ecosystem, 

potentially transforming the way bench research is conducted and taught. The development of 

Automated Science labs, such as the CMU-alumni-founded Emerald Cloud Lab, allows 

researchers to have their experiments performed remotely at an automated lab facility and the 

results returned to them – all via the cloud. Technological and methodological breakthroughs that 

integrate AI with drive-by-wire automated experiments are helping to accelerate the pace of 

innovation in a host of fields, including drug discovery.     

An AI research agenda to advance Automated Science holds promise for strengthening 

interdisciplinary research and can play a critical role in democratizing participation in and access 

to research, as well as in addressing the important need for reproducibility in experimental 

scientific discovery. Automated Science can create an emerging industry, including start-ups and 

collaborations across several sectors that can contribute to the U.S. innovation ecosystem. It can 

lower barriers to innovation and thus play a critical role in sparking new start-ups in areas such 

as new materials that will be critical to mitigating the climate challenge.    

https://www.emeraldcloudlab.com/
https://www.emeraldcloudlab.com/
https://www.emeraldcloudlab.com/
https://www.emeraldcloudlab.com/
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Bringing together key stakeholders across the community will help to frame an interagency 

strategy to build an Automated Science infrastructure for the U.S. research ecosystem and 

understand the policies needed to unleash the potential of these breakthroughs.    

 Develop a Targeted Initiative to Enable AI to Accelerate Breakthroughs in Health Care  The 

power of research investments to aid the nation’s response to the pandemic provides an 

opportunity for a coordinated strategy to accelerate the ability of AI to enable major 

breakthroughs that can directly impact the quality of health care.    

Specific innovation areas highlight the potential power of AI to advance national health 

initiatives:   

● AI can play a greater role in the Cancer Moonshot through additional research in 

computational models, predictive modeling and algorithms to engage various 

combinations of data sources that dramatically improve understanding of the evolution of 

cancers and how mutational processes vary among patients.   

● Similarly the application of large scale AI-driven modeling and prediction capabilities 

should be a major contributor to our response to future pandemic responses.   

● An initiative focused on advancing AI and machine learning capabilities in 3D 

bioprinting would contribute to realizing the ability to print human organs within this 

decade. As with the initiatives highlighted above, multi-agency efforts that integrate AI 

research with materials, genomic and surgical sciences are key to realizing this 

opportunity.   

● The impact of telemedicine and extending its power to improve clinical care and 

decision-making depends upon accelerating advances in robotics and human-computer 

interaction, specifically in the area of automatic recognition of multi-modal behaviors 

and the emerging field of health behavioral informatics. (We again note that progress in 

AI Fusion will be key to ensure capabilities exist equitably across the full spectrum of 

compute and bandwidth availability.)   

● Similarly, advances at the nexus of autonomy and materials afford an opportunity to 

realize the potential for robots to contribute directly to extending the independence of 

elderly Americans and persons with disabilities. These advances are also rapidly 

accelerating progress in the development of neuro/brain-computer interfaces.    

Action to realize the potential of AI in improving health care should begin by identifying specific 

advances in AI research and capabilities that are common to defined innovation areas, such as 

those above. Capitalizing on these advances requires new models for collaboration among 

universities, industry and health care providers. The National Strategy can help create a 

framework for convening agencies, industry and the academic community to craft a vision for 

accelerating the AI breakthroughs that can provide cross-cutting platform capabilities to support 

specific health initiatives. Developing this vision would also help jump-start ARPA H.   
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Drive the Development of an AI for Climate Roadmap    

AI is also a platform technology poised to accelerate breakthroughs across the energy and 

climate continuum.  Advances are needed in AI that include new and accelerated material 

development, enhanced power production and distributed energy, the optimization of batteries 

and improved wind, solar and geothermal operations.  As an example, the Open Catalyst Project, 

a collaboration between Facebook and CMU, aims to use AI to accelerate quantum mechanical 

simulations by 1,000x in order to discover new electrocatalysts needed for more efficient and 

scalable ways to store and use renewable energy.    

These AI breakthroughs are needed to build the integrated smart grid and electrification 

infrastructure the President’s vision demands.  And even more AI innovations are needed to 

inform more efficient agricultural techniques to combat climate change.  Of equal importance, 

this agenda can also galvanize and advance research to reduce the energy footprint of AI.   

AI is also a powerful tool to realize the goal that investments in climate infrastructure will      

have a transformative impact on addressing environmental justice. The President has called for at 

least 40 percent of all climate infrastructure investments to occur in underrepresented 

communities.  This can be enhanced by the development of trustworthy AI community interface 

tools.  The ability to integrate system-level advances in building technologies and transportation 

capabilities with tools for equitable community engagement, both enabled by AI, would be vital 

to shape the societal impact of climate initiatives.   

The National Strategy can help seize these opportunities that span multiple agencies and advance 

an AI Climate research agenda.    

Establish a Focus on AI Engineering to Support Continued Innovation   

Realizing the power of AI innovations requires engineering assurances so that AI systems are 

trustworthy and robust.  An AI Engineering initiative focused on building new tools to extend 

and adapt Agile and DevSecOps methodologies, will allow U.S.  AI practitioners to build in 

robustness and security and develop new tools for test, evaluation, validation and verification; 

monitoring; and assuring AI systems over their full domain of use and full life cycle.    

 Working in tandem with NIST and NSF initiatives, this AI Engineering effort will enhance the 

accumulation of best practices to establish and grow an engineering discipline for AI systems, 

the creation of new frameworks for sharing AI incidents, and incent the integration of ethical 

principles.  The AI Engineering effort will lead to methods, practices, and tools for the 

development of reliable, responsible, and trustworthy AI which will be critical to public 

acceptance of AI-enabled products and services.   

New tools will be required to mitigate the failure of AI systems through approaches such as 

enhanced algorithmic agility.  In addition, research on actuarial risk methods will enable 

wellunderstood risk abatement approaches to create insurance for engineered AI systems, 

unlocking new markets for AI.   
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Finally, developing and communicating the discipline of AI Engineering are crucial to build 

public confidence in AI solutions of all kinds.   

Advance Research to Support New Real-Time Policy Decision Tools and Public/Private Data 

Collaborations   

 As highlighted in the President’s executive order calling for a national center for epidemic 

forecasting and analytics, AI is emerging as a powerful tool for policymaking. Collaborations 

combining a variety of public and private data sources, like CMU’s COVIDCast, have advanced 

a new generation of epidemiological forecasting tools to shape public health policies.  

Furthermore, as noted by the National Security Commission on AI, machine learning supported 

the creation of next-generation, real-time decision support tools to aid the nation’s governors in 

shaping public health and economic strategies.    

The National AI Research and Development strategy has the opportunity to build upon the 

impact of these collaborations to serve public health and meet the goal of improving resilience 

and preparedness.  Additional support for the development of epidemiological forecasting 

models and advanced visualization and human-computer interaction capabilities would create 

enhanced capabilities to protect against future pandemics and create new tools to support public 

health initiatives.   

Applications of machine learning and natural language processing to public/private data 

collaborations could also create powerful, new real-time decision tools to strengthen domestic 

medical supply chains.  Early tests of these data models during the pandemic highlighted 

opportunities to engage more small firms and increase the understanding of the roles specific 

supply, workforce and manufacturing capabilities play in determining the ability to rapidly 

expand personal protective equipment availability.     

These same capabilities afford an opportunity to enhance the President’s vision that      

investments in infrastructure will enhance U.S. manufacturing and leadership in critical 

technologies such as semiconductors, batteries and the AI supply chain.  Moreover, securing 

American supply chains begins by advancing research breakthroughs that support U.S.-based 

competitive advantages.  Carnegie Mellon faculty are finding that the enhanced understanding of 

supply chain dynamics informs research that can improve the likelihood of domestic production.    

Finally, new decision tools can also contribute to the President’s agenda to advance equity and 

inclusion by sparking a new generation of community development and empowerment strategies. 

Machine learning and data visualization are helping inform linkages between environmental 

justice and critical economic factors such as persistent redlining.   

The National AI Research and Development Strategy should advance the creation of AI policy 

“testbeds” for building upon the breakthroughs demonstrated in response to the pandemic and 

harness the capabilities of powerful new data decision tools to meet key elements of the 

President’s agenda.    

https://delphi.cmu.edu/covidcast/
https://delphi.cmu.edu/covidcast/
https://delphi.cmu.edu/covidcast/
https://delphi.cmu.edu/covidcast/
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Recommendations of Areas of AI Research to Address Bias, Enhance Equity and Expand 

Opportunity   

   

Continue a Robust Research Agenda Focused on Fairness, Bias and Privacy   

The National AI Research and Development Strategy and the National AI Innovation Act have 

advanced a focused research, development and education strategy to address issues of fairness 

and equity—including the commitment to center scale funding.  The following are areas that can 

support the continued development of a vibrant research agenda.   

Fairness and bias. Fairness and bias reduction are essential for AI systems. This goes far 

beyond generic, statistical aspects such as understanding the effect of unbalanced data.  It 

requires understanding of notions like fairness and bias in the context of a specific application 

and its desired outcomes.  Developing a common language and a set of approaches for this is still 

very much an open area of research. Understanding the role of human-generated data requires 

reaching out far beyond the disciplines of core AI and statistical methods, into the social 

sciences, psychology, philosophy, economics, and many others.  These approaches are not yet 

fully developed.   

Data privacy.  Artificial intelligence and machine learning systems’ reliance on data brings up a 

range of issues from preserving data privacy to mitigating the risks associated with centralized 

data aggregation.  This is obvious in fields of application like health care but is equally important 

in virtually all fields of application.    

There are several technical research thrusts in this area.  One is the concept of distributed AI— 

which is the idea of bringing the computation as close as possible to the data collection to reduce 

the need for data migration.  Another is the design of secure, distributed learning systems like 

federated learning.  Yet another is the idea of “sharing without showing” data, which involves 

methods like data masking, for example.     

Safety and reliability. Assessment of risks and impact requires understanding and modeling of 

the performance of AI systems and their behaviors--in particular, predictive models of 

performance that can place bounds on the performance of an AI system operating under 

different, changing conditions.  For classical engineering systems, we have at our disposal a wide 

array of tools, of formal methods, of best practices built over a couple of centuries to evaluate 

and characterize systems.  For AI systems, we do not have the equivalent toolbox, because the 

systems are constantly changing as they learn:  Thus the performance of an AI system depends 

not just on its design but on the data that was used to train it. In addition, even when individual 

components can be characterized in isolation, measuring the outcomes of an end to end system in 

the context of an application remains challenging.  AI technology is moving much faster than the 

development of assessment and characterization methods.    
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Human-machine teaming. Many if not most AI applications involve a “human in the loop.”  

This is to say, they share the decision making and action taking with humans to a great degree.   

This adds a great deal of variables and complexity to the modeling of AI systems and their risks 

and limitations because it requires a deep understanding of human decision-making processes 

and their interaction, not just of a stand-alone, fully autonomous AI system.  This requires cross 

disciplinary research that engages experts in diverse fields such as in social sciences, economics, 

design, game theoretic algorithms for modeling interactions and decision-making as well as in 

application domains.   

Transparency/Explainability.   Transparency and explainability of an AI system are      essential 

for users in an application area to trust its decision making process.  There is considerable 

technical research still needed in transparency and explainability.  However, “transparency” does 

not necessarily mean that algorithms and data usage must be understood.  It is much more 

practical to say they must be replicable and auditable in each application area. Such audits can 

then be shared for purposes of mitigating risk and ensuring accountability.   

The vibrant research and education initiatives that are incorporated in the National AI Innovation 

Act are enhanced by the emergence of vibrant communities of interest emerging on U.S 

campuses.  These communities of interest, such as the Responsible AI Initiative at Carnegie 

Mellon, foster strong multi-disciplinary dialogue and collaboration.  The Strategy should 

enhance and foster engagement across the vital communities of interest.    

Expand Support the Development of a National Network of AI Demonstration Projects and 

Testbeds   

Building on the NAIIO’s AI R&D Testbed Inventory, the Strategy should accelerate investments 

in demonstration projects and testbeds in a national AI research strategy would contribute to the 

ability of AI advances to supporting engineering AI into systems of societal importance can both 

show the utility of AI in such systems and create immediate economic benefit.  As an example, 

the Metro Lab Network refined by CMU as a testbed model for smart city and transportation 

technologies research, development and deployment has been scaled to over 50 communities.   

The NAIIO could convene the engineering and AI communities to work with mayors; industry; 

labor; key agencies such as Commerce, DOT, DOE, DOL and HUD; and other local 

stakeholders to design a model for AI Demonstration Projects and Testbeds.” The demonstration 

projects and testbeds could focus on engineering AI into specific systems of societal importance. 

They could design, develop and deploy use-inspired AI algorithms and methodologies targeted 

to real-world problems, to address climate change, stimulate jobs and manufacturing and foster 

greater economic inclusion and equity. Each project could also explore how to integrate 

regulatory policies with these technology innovations, serving as a foundation for advancing new 

community partnerships informing future agency AI institutes.    

https://www.cmu.edu/metro21/index.html
https://www.cmu.edu/metro21/index.html
https://www.cmu.edu/metro21/index.html
https://www.cmu.edu/metro21/index.html
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Launch Grand Challenges to Spark AI Innovations to Address Learning Loss and Improve 

Training Outcomes   

Research to enable AI to transform education and training has significant potential to advance 

innovations that can address inequality and expand economic opportunity.  A targeted research 

initiative can make a vital contribution to America’s post-pandemic resurgence. As many as one 

in 10 workers--nearly 17 million Americans – may be required to change occupations in the 

recovery from the pandemic.  Data also suggest that the pandemic is resulting in students, 

particularly students of color, losing five to nine months of learning in mathematics.    

Grand Challenges focused to address these two critical areas would galvanize the research 

community and deepen interagency collaboration on education and training.  The challenges 

would foster public/private collaboration and partnerships across the education continuum and 

with organizations and institutions in underrepresented communities.    

Grand Challenges should also help to deploy AI-based learning tools in K-12 education; 

demonstrate technologies and methodologies that blend informal and classroom learning; and 

pilot gamification, VR tools and machine learning applications to address learning loss and 

enhance career pathways through job matching.  For example, a pilot to seed advances in 

machine learning to facilitate a granular understanding of the critical tasks within a given 

occupation and the connection of similar tasks between different occupations would enable 

hyper-focused rapid training initiatives to provide the specific skills needed to help a worker 

transition careers in weeks and not years and to enable high-school and community-college 

educated individuals into their first entry-level technology job, thereby providing a pathway to 

prosperity.  Similarly, a Grand Challenge focused on developing tools to accelerate training for   

100,000 workers, for example, could spark new collaborations across the workforce 

development, industry and academic communities.    

Foster Strategies to Broaden Engagement in the AI Innovation Process   

The accelerated pace of innovation renders linear models of research/innovation/training 

inadequate to realize the goal of broad-based participation in the AI economy. It is thus essential 

that new models foster broader engagement in the research process.  One such model has 

emerged for engaging workers and labor directly in the development of AI applications.   

Carnegie Mellon has been honored to collaborate with the American Federation of Labor and 

Congress of Industrial Organizations in the design and creation of its path-breaking, recently 

launched Technology Institute. This new Institute will enable high-level engagement on 

innovation with the broader labor movement and build lasting labor partnerships with 

universities. In addition, it will inject into our innovation policies a worker-centered perspective 

on research that is focused on the President’s critical goals of job creation, equity and rebuilding 

U.S. domestic production in our supply chain. We have also engaged labor directly in federally 

funded research initiatives and have brought union-trained labor into our manufacturing lab 

operations.    
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Create a National Reserve Digital Corps to Accelerate AI Deployment in Federal and State 

Government   

   

A powerful opportunity to jump-start job creation is through a collaboration among government, 

industry and academia to train professionals to accelerate the deployment of AI across 

government agencies through the creation of a National Reserve Digital Corps.  Universities 

would recruit and train private-sector professionals and traditional students to engage with 

federal agencies in the areas of digital transformation, data management and analytics and AI. 

Those trained would then serve in government jobs to accelerate the deployment of AI across the 

public sector, creating new career pathways in the process.   

   

Potential Strategic Directions Related to International Cooperation   

OSTP and the NAIIO have effectively integrated strategic international collaboration into the 

essence of the U.S. national AI strategy.  This work has spanned collaboration on major policy 

and standards issues---which was reflected in the September U.S. Europe Tech Summit held at 

Carnegie Mellon’s Mill 19.  There are also opportunities to leverage U.S. university research 

strengths in AI to advance broader international missions and objectives.  These collaborations 

may need to strategically build education initiatives that can provide the foundation for future 

research engagements.    

One model of this type of collaboration is Master of Science in Engineering Artificial 

Intelligence at Carnegie Mellon Africa.  The program supports the development of advanced 

skills that will enable engineers to design powerful solutions to societal challenges.  Students 

learn to combine a foundation in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and data science with 

their engineering, information technology, and software skills through theoretical and practical 

hands-on study of real-world applications.  This type of initiative can provide the foundation for 

building future collaborations in areas that align with the focus of the National AI Research and 

Development Strategy.     

Conclusion   

The National AI Research and Development strategies have energized the U.S. AI research 

community and galvanized support that has resulted in the near tripling of federal nondefense AI 

R&D in the last five years.  The opportunity with this update is to advance initiatives that focus 

more directly on advancing AI research to address major societal challenges and realizing the 

potential for the ethical development of AI to expand economic opportunity.  Carnegie Mellon 

remains committed to the pursuit of this vital national mission.   


